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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Wednesday 24th February 2021

Spellings.
1. who 5. why
2. what 6. could
3. where 7. should
4. when 8. would

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0

Shake your sillies out!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0


Assembly- Picture news
Have a look at this picture and read the information on the next slide. 

What are your thoughts?





Punctuation ladder.
Exclamation sentences  !!!
Write exclamation sentences about the picture…



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today is ‘a- e’ in 

cake.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2a1xb3yj/DY7SgmGV

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ob0L1kxZ/YdJZvj2q

Try reading some of these longer words-

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aerfo4RX/yOoPwpd8

If your child has completed phonics please read with them. Use some of the 
questions on the next slide to develop their understanding of what they have read.

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/2a1xb3yj/DY7SgmGV
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ob0L1kxZ/YdJZvj2q
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aerfo4RX/yOoPwpd8


Reading time!
• You can find books at the right level for your child at 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

User name: jrreaders2

Password: superstars

Choose books from the gold,

white or lime bands or above. 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/




Funny bones!

Next week we will be writing the funny bones story.

So that we can do this well, we need to get to know the story well.

Listen to the story again… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gweOq4OT-H0

On the next few pages there are some questions to help you to 
understand the main parts of the story. We will be talking about and 
answering questions today and tomorrow. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gweOq4OT-H0


• Answer these questions-

You can write down your answers or talk about them with your grown 
up. 

1. Can you name the characters in the story?

2. Where do the characters live? 

3. Can you describe the characters?

4. Can you describe where they live?



5. How do you think the skeletons were 

feeling when they were in bed? What makes 

you think that?



6. Where did the skeletons go?



7. What did the skeletons do in the 
park?

8. What sort of mood do you think 
the skeletons were in?







Shape
Watch and join in with this lesson to find out the names of 3D shapes, and to 
learn how to describe them. 

We will be using the vocabulary 
~ faces
~ vertices (corners)
~ edges
~ sides
~ apex (point)
~ flat
~ curved
to describe our shapes. 



Shape



Can you find of these 3D shapes around your house?









Reflection

What have you learned today?
What do you know now, that you didn’t know at the 
start of the lesson?

What have you found challenging? 
Is there anything from today’s lesson you think you 
need more practise with?


